Stronger Convergence Results for the Center-Based Fuzzy Clustering With Convex Divergence Measure.
We present a novel alternative convergence theory of the fuzzy C -means (FCM) clustering algorithm with a super-class of the so-called "distance like functions" which emerged from the earlier attempts of unifying the theories of center-based clustering methods. This super-class does not assume the existence of double derivative of the distance measure with respect to the coordinate of the cluster representative (first coordinate in this formulation). The convergence result does not require the separability of the distance measures. Moreover, it provides us with a stronger convergence property comparable (same to be precise, but in terms of the generalized distance measure) to that of the classical FCM with squared Euclidean distance. The crux of the convergence analysis lies in the development of a fundamentally novel mathematical proof of the continuity of the clustering operator even in absence of the closed form upgrading rule, without necessitating the separability and double differentiability of the distance function and still providing us with a convergence result comparable to that of the classical FCM. The implication of our novel proof technique goes way beyond the realm of FCM and provides a general setup for convergence analysis of the similar iterative algorithms.